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Introduction

Life sector – regulatory update: FG16/8

In February 2016 the FCA published its findings and draft guidance from Thematic
Review 16/2, setting its expectations regarding the fair treatment of legacy
customers in the life insurance sector. The publication of the finalised guidance,
FG16/8, in early December has ended a period of uncertainty for those insurers
covered by this initiative.

There has been little softening of the expectations articulated in the draft guidance
contained in TR16/2, with only minor revisions. This, coupled with the March 2016
‘Dear CEO’ letter and the 3 month deadline given by the FCA in FG16/8 for
reviewing operations, will reinforce Board expectations of swift and robust delivery
on this aspect of the regulatory customer agenda.

Telephone number: 0131 659 8562
Email address: sandy.tn.trust@uk.gt.com

Insurers who were in the thematic review are working through their prescribed
actions to an agreed timetable which was communicated to the FCA in May 2016.
Although these firms have relative clarity from the regulator on the specific steps
required, for some this is a serious undertaking with a serious budget. The pressure
of quickly delivering a programme of the necessary scale, on multiple fronts and
with impacts across the business model, is clearly challenging – particularly when it
comes on top of an already ambitious change agenda.
Most firms not included in the thematic review should, by now, have carried out an
initial gap analysis of their position with regards to the standards outlined in
TR16/2, with reports going through governance earlier in the year. For some firms,
where clear gaps were found, implementation has progressed in priority areas. Many
have been waiting for the final guidance though, to understand any potential
synergies with other customer or regulatory initiatives and to move forward in a
more structured way. Given the regulatory focus and ‘Dear CEO’ letter, companies
that have not yet moved on this run a high regulatory risk and now have a short
deadline for reviewing their operations that overlaps with year-end reporting. The
regulatory risk comes with additional customer and commercial risk, by potentially
being unable to identify poor customer outcomes and falling behind peers. It is also
easy to see Boards having this high on their agenda.
In this document we’ve outlined our thoughts on some of the key technical
challenges, together with some practical steps for firms to take. We hope you find
this helpful and look forward to discussing with you in further detail.
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Executive Summary I

Life and Pensions in the spotlight

When I look at the issues on the
agenda of the FCA with its
objective…to ensure that relevant
markets function well, I think that
pensions and long-term retirement
savings are probably top of the
list”

There is an increased regulatory focus on the life sector, with a spate of FCA
initiatives focused on the fair treatment of customers, with the regulator raising the
bar as quickly as organisations work towards clearing it. Andrew Bailey has arguably
set a more considered tone from the top than some of his predecessors. However,
he has made it very clear – given the ageing population and widespread lack of
financial planning in the UK – that long tem savings remain high on the FCA’s
agenda. We expect to see a high and increasing level of regulatory activity in this
sector on an ongoing basis.

Key FCA life sector activity 2014 onwards:
Retirement Income • Builds on annuities thematic reviews and concerns
Market Study
around customer support at retirement

• Ongoing FCA work in this area to continue to
improve communications and prevent fraud.

Andrew Bailey
Chief Executive FCA, September 2016

Fair Treatment of
Long Standing
Customers

• 11 firms in thematic review working to FCA

timetable to deliver required change. Significant
new guidance designed to help clarify standards

• Ongoing work in this area to assess

implementation of newly articulated expectations.

• 9 March deadline for reviewing operations.
Independent
Governance
Committees

• Second year of IGCs sees them moving from

quantitative aspects (charges, defaults) to focus
more on qualitative aspects – particularly
engagement and communications

• Jury still out on IGCs at this point but some firms
looking to IGCs to set standards for Retail
customers as well.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Executive Summary II

Hot topics and common challenges
from FG16/8
TR16/2 and now FG16/8 are both notably frank in terms of detailing the areas of concern
identified by the FCA. We have shown below some of the issues firms are encountering, with
further details on specific issues in the sub-sections that follow.
Strategy and Governance

Profit and systems

• Articulating what constitutes a fair
customer outcome for your
products at any stage in the lifecycle?
• Put another way, how do you know
your products provide value for
money?
• Having a clear strategy and policy
with regards to customer outcomes
in the back book
• Ensuring executive ownership and
tone from the top
• Embedding appropriate incentives
and staff objectives around
customer outcomes.

• Mitigating P&L impact from
potentially reduced legacy profit
streams and remediation costs
• Deciding when and whether to
migrate off legacy systems or
continue investing.

Product reviews
• Designing a fit for purpose product
review process that meets regulatory
expectations and carrying out large
volumes of reviews
• Establishing appropriate limits for
the impact of aggregate charges with
tolerances around when to inform
customers of risks and when to take
action.

Data and expenses
• Solving the data challenge around
customer calculations and equitably
assessing value for money across
different cohorts
• Reviewing complex cost allocation
and profitability models across
different blocks of business with a
customer fairness lens.
© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.

Investment Governance
• Implementing robust unit-linked
performance governance
• Implementing changes to default
investment strategies
• Review of charges and value for
money of expensive funds
• Executing on fund closure and
rationalisation programmes.

Terms & Conditions
• Limitations in outsourcing contracts
with regards to changes required,
incurring cost
• When to move beyond T&Cs when
a risk of unfair outcomes is
identified
• Defining target market for legacy
products
• Whether and how to migrate
customers to new products.

Remediation
• Ascertaining extent of any
remediation required and carrying
out robustly and efficiently.
6
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Executive Summary III

FG16/8 High-level implementation plan

Firms must recognise where they sit against regulatory expectations and peers, and implement
changes required to reduce risk and realise competitive advantage.
Why is it important?
Management must understand where they are and determine the scale of their ambition clearly at outset. Both Boards and the
regulator will expect to see evidence of the FCA’s expectations being met and a clear, costed implementation plan to deliver
compliance in those areas where gaps have been identified. The FCA has set a 3 month deadline from the date of
publication for firms to have reviewed their operations.
Finance directors will want to know what they are getting in return for what may be a significant investment, and smarter
organisations will seek to leverage the spending to enhance their customer capability and build brand.

Customer remediation exercises are a potential outcome for some, depending on the findings from reviews of products, charges
and expense allocation in particular.

High level plan
We have outlined below an indicative high level plan for firms moving from a gap analysis against the standards set out in
FG16/8 to implementation to address the findings. Clearly this would need to be tailored to suit any particular firm, dependent
on the maturity of the customer outcome framework in place, the gaps identified and the synergies with other planned or in flight projects. We have indicated a timescale to the end 2017 for a programme, although for those with large and complex back
books this may be unattainable if there are significant numbers of product reviews to undertake or remediation exercises to be
undertaken.
Jun 2016
(i) Planning and
Scoping

(ii) Strategy &
Governance
(iii) Product
Reviews

1

Dec 2016
Plan &
budget

Mar 2017

June 2017

Dec 2017

2

Customer
strategy

3

Carry out product reviews, identify areas of concern and actions– include impact of aggregate charges,
disclosure of charges and exit charges

Review current communications, customer research,
implement changes

(iv) Comms

(v) Performance
& Charges

Review fund governance, expense
allocations and input to product reviews

(v) Remediation

FCA deadline
1. Gap analysis presented to Board
2. Budget and implementation plan
approved
3. Strategy updated, policy and principles
approved, executive owner

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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4

Calculate and pay remediation due (if required)

9 March 2017

Milestones

Sep 2017

4. Fund governance and expense
allocation review complete
5. Communications updated

7

7. Remediation
paid

6. Product reviews complete
7
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Understanding the scale
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Gap Analysis and Plan I

Understanding the scale of change

The findings and the expectations set out in the final guidance FG16/8 are
profound and reach right across all areas of a firm’s activities.

We expect firms to review
their business practices
within three months of the
date of publication, and, if
they deem necessary, make
changes thereafter in light of
the guidance”

FG16/8
FCA, 9 December 2016

Before moving to implementation, firms need to understand and articulate the
impact on their operations and business model.

How we can help
You need

We can

• To understand the impact of FG16/8 on
your business model, products and
operations
• To identify any gaps you have against the
standards articulated in FG16/8
• A clear, robust, costed implementation plan
to address these gaps
• Assurance that the gap analysis and plan will
meet FCA expectations.
.

• Carry out a comprehensive gap analysis against
the standards articulated in FG16/8
• Design a detailed implementation plan to
address the findings from the gap analysis
• Provide oversight and assurance on the
robustness and effectiveness of your FG16/8
gap analysis and implementation plan
• Carry out independent ‘deep dives’ into
identified areas of interest or concern
• Identify opportunities for commercial
advantage
• Second someone with the right knowledge and
experience into your firm.

On the following pages we have set out what we believe firms should consider
when carrying out a gap analysis, and how we can help to either carry this out or
provide assurance of a firm’s work.

Case Study –
TR16/2 gap analysis support – Large listed insurer
The challenge

Value delivered

We were engaged to support the validation of
the TR16/2 gap analysis carried out by the
insurer to identify required developments in
the product area.

A summarised assessment of the gaps against
TR16/2 requirements, with an indication of
the required effort to implement, for use in
developing the implementation plan to meet
the FCA’s expectations.

Our approach
We attended workshops and reviewed evidence
in relation to TR16/2. We used our market
knowledge to support the client’s findings
appropriately and to feed into the programme
as it developed solutions to address gaps.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Gap Analysis and Plan II

Maturity matrix

The FCA would expect that by now firms will have carried out a gap analysis against the
expectations set out in the draft guidance in TR16/2 and confirmed in FG16/8. However, we
can carry this out for firms if required. We have developed a maturity matrix tool (below) with
a series of indicators to help you understand the extent to which you already meet FCA
expectations.
We can work with you to quantify and evidence how your business fares against these indicators, providing you with a written
report detailing:

• What we looked at and how
• Our findings

• Our recommendations and suggestions for an implementation plan.
We can also map your position against the detailed FG16/8 requirements.
This can then be used to set out your position to your Board and to the regulator, clearly identifying action areas for an
implementation plan and allowing progress to be monitored.

Customer dimensions for assessment

Potentially significant gaps

Some improvement required

High lev el and imprecise – woolly statements • Reasonable articulation of strategy
Lack of clear reporting lines/responsibilities • Clear executive ownership and committees
Challenging to evidence activity externally
• Issues addressed promptly and some good
Lack of appropriate documentation
MI
• Good policies with some lower level
documents

Competitive advantage

Strategy &
gov ernance

•
•
•
•

Product
rev iews

• Inconsistencies between products and
business units, infrequent or no reviews
• No quantitative data around customer
outcomes
• Focus on T&Cs and control processes

•
•
•
•

Culture &
people

• Minimal risk awareness and ‘[box tick’
approach
• No customer focussed incentives
• Resistance to challenge around status quo

• Seen as an important compliance exercise
• Customer strategy/reflected in incentives
• Few customer incentives in wider business
• Open, honest culture – passionate people
• Some honesty and challenge in organisation • Line 1 own and deliv er against actions to
improv e customer outcomes

Reasonable consistency across business
Some use of data in assessment
Some stress testing of customer outcomes
Reasonable MI – with some value for money
metrics

• Strategy well defined for all customers
• Absolute clarity over what constitutes good
customer outcomes, clearly documented
• Customer in ORSA and on executive agenda

• Dy namic data driven analytical process
• Qualitative commentary provides texture
• Outputs linked with actions &
communications
• External rev iew and challenge

Policy holder • Balance only , no performance or changes
• Communication clear and simple
• Pro-activ e communication when required
communicati
inf o
• Past & current balance, charges &
• Outcomes focussed annual benefit
on
• Communication not easily understandable by
perf ormance
statements
policy holder and/or incomplete
• Good quality T&Cs supplemented with good • Easy to use/find engaging and helpful digital
• Ambiguous or misleading info about
web content av ailable for policyholders
content
products
Fund
• Limited regular review of fund proposition
perf ormance
and perf ormance, no review of investment
mandates
• Limited on-going due diligence on fund
manager
• Struggle to launch or close funds

• Funds monitored for compliance with fact
sheets
• Project supports often required to execute
actions
• Reasonable governance but manual
processes
• Some due diligence on f und managers

• Regular documented review of fund range
• Regular programme of launches and
closures
• Robust, well tested and documented
processes
• Slick and ef ficient performance monitoring

• Pockets of high charges in older products
• High exit charges, often aligned with initial
unites
• No benchmarking of charges against wider
market
• Ov erhead cost allocations inaccurate

• Action remove high ongoing and exit
charges
• Struggling to modernise products and
migrate of f legacy systems
• Some action taken on cost base
• Documented and justifiable cost allocation
bases

• Pro-activ e management action to move
policy holders to more modern products
• Clear plan and timetable for migrating off
legacy
• Changes competitive across product slide
• Clear mechanism for cost allocation

Charges &
expenses

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Gap Analysis and Plan III

Providing assurance

Some firms that have undertaken a gap analysis against TR16/2 and FG16/8 requirements have
sought assurance over this. We have set out below a typical approach to how we would
approach this.
Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Review of approach, scope and
outputs from initial impact and gap
analysis

Quality assurance on the
appropriateness and robustness of
the more focussed, detailed work

Phase 3:
Findings and reporting

Our assessment of your gap analysis could involve:

3. Findings and reporting

1. An independent review of the initial impact and gap
analysis carried out and its outcomes, offering advice and
recommendations on:

After each of the two phases we will meet with you to discuss
our findings and recommendations.

• any 'red flag' issues that we see, and the extent to which
the initial assessment has focused on appropriate areas and
issues

• scoping any further, more detailed or focused analysis or
work that the firm decides to undertake
• the development of an implementation plan.
We would hold a workshop with you to discuss your scope
and approach for more detailed, focused work. We can help
your firm be proactive when it comes to thinking about the
findings and final guidance and how these link to the FCA's
wider thematic and supervisory agenda.

2. Quality assurance on the appropriateness and robustness of
the more detailed, focused work after it has been carried out.

We will provide you with a written independent assessment,
which will include:

• an analysis of potential areas of further testing to perform
in the future

• detail on how to conduct any additional testing
• clear recommendations on how to address any gaps
identified.
The aim is to improve the quality of the evidence you have
available for any regulatory interactions on this area. This will
give you a higher level of confidence that your gap analysis
has been carried out to a sufficient standard, having
appropriate actions to address any weaknesses identified.

We would assess the extent to which the work offers
assurance that the firm is operating in line with the FCA’s
expectations, taking into account our understanding of
approaches taken by peers. We would carry out deep dives on
certain components to assess the outputs in a manner similar
to that used by the FCA in its thematic reviews.
Dependent on the two phases outlined, we can also discuss
any need for oversight and quality assurance of actions that
are implemented.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Gap Analysis and Plan III

Providing assurance: example output

We have set out below a summary of the approach and reporting output we would undertake when carrying
out a review of a firm’s gap analysis, using the topic of strategy and governance by way of example.
Inputs
We will assess the robustness of the firm’s approach by reviewing and commenting on a number of features of its strategy and governance against
some clear indicators, in order to measure the extent to which the firm meets the expectations in FG16/8 and is likely to achieve fair outcomes for its
closed book customers

Potentially Significant Gaps
Strategy &
Governance
characteristics /
indicators

• High lev el and imprecise – woolly
statements
• Poor articulation and/or understanding of
what constitutes good, indifferent and poor
outcomes for closed book customers
• Lack of clear reporting lines/responsibilities
• Lack of senior management understanding
of strategy and approach to closed book
customers
• Lack of appropriate documentation on risk
appetite, policy and procedures
• Challenging to evidence activity externally
• Culture supports the status quo

Maturity
Assessment

Requires development

Some Improvement Required

Competitive Advantage

• Reasonable articulation of strategy and
desired customer outcomes
• Clear executive ownership and committees
• Issues addressed promptly and some good
MI
• Good policies with some lower level
documents
• Focus on control processes rather than
qualitative data and interrogation of product
outcomes
• Regular product reviews but weak
understanding of customer risk drivers and
outcomes
• Inef ficiencies regarding closed book issues

• Strategy well defined for all customers,
embedded
• Absolute clarity over what constitutes good,
indif ferent and poor customer outcomes for
closed book customers, clearly documented
and consistently understood throughout the
f irm
• Quantitative and qualitative data, including
customer feedback, used to understand
outcomes being achieved
• Proactiv e management action on digital,
product and cost
• Culture – status quo open to challenge

Normal range of industry practice

Best practice

Firm’s position • Rev iew firm’s own gap analysis and action implementation plan, including:
and approach –
―Extent to which the work was mapped to draft guidance in FG16/8
to be included in
―Design, approach, coverage across all legacy books
our analy sis
―Report for Board and nature and extent of discussion and challenge by Board and senior management
• Rev iew Risk Management and Conduct Risk Frameworks and interviews with Board, Risk Committee members and other relevant staff, to
assess:
―Existence and appropriateness of strategy for closed book customers
―Extent to which good, indifference and poor customer outcomes are articulated and understood, in respect of closed book products throughout their
lif ecycles
―Alignment of the gap analysis to firm’s risk appetite
• Rev iew of relevant Management Information, commenting on the extent to which it measures whether defined good outcomes are being achieved in
practice
―Rev iew of product review and charges/expenses allocation processes, commenting on adherence to FG16/8, and capacity for reviews to inform
decision-making and improvements
―Rev iew of outsourcing arrangements, commenting on management of risks and effectiveness of oversight
Current

Outputs

Suggested TOM minimum standard

Current best practice

We have illustrated below the reporting output we would typically provide when reviewing a gap analysis
Report –
mapping to
TR16/2

• Observ ations and recommendations regarding the firm’s approach and results of its gap analysis and implementation plan, mapping the firm’s
outputs to the expectations set out in the final guidance FG16/8
• A written report with f ormat and depth tailored to your requirements
• Observ ations regarding good and poor practice
• Feedback meeting and presentation to Board and other Committees as required

Benchmarking

• Observ ations regarding where the firm sits in comparison to peers with regard to its adherence to the FG16/8 guidance

Next steps –
could include

• Suggestions and support regarding the design, actoning and timescales of an implementation plan
• Support with internal and external communications, including liaison with the FCA
• Consideration of the impact of the implementation plan on Target Operating Model, Risk Management and Conduct Risk Frameworks,
gov ernance arrangements
• Independent Deep Dives into areas of particular interest or concern

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Product Reviews I

Establishing a robust process

Many firms in our sample
were unable to demonstrate a
comprehensive and effective
product review process”
TR16/2, FCA
March 2016

For larger firms with complex back books, the product review process is far from
trivial with some firms having over 1,000 product variants to assess. For some firms
in the thematic review this is a major programme of work, in some cases preceded
by the need to first articulate an appropriate policy and principles with regards to
assessing what constitutes a fair customer outcome.

Better practice firms incorporate a range of data into their product reviews, and
carry out both prospective and retrospective performance analysis to identify any
customer outcomes outside tolerances. It is also good practice to have clear
thresholds, both to trigger focused communications with customers and to indicate
when to take action, for example by reducing charges.

How we can help
You need

We can

• To put in place a policy and supporting
principles, with clear executive ownership
• To establish an appropriate product review
methodology
• To carry out a regular cycle of product
reviews
• Mitigate the risk of poor customer outcomes
with appropriate communications
• Mitigate very poor outcomes by reducing
charges or porting customers to different
products.

• Develop or review an appropriate customer
policy and principles
• Help you to develop or provide independent
review of a product review methodology
• Design and support your programme of
product reviews
• Support the implementation of actions arising
from your product reviews
• Second someone with the right knowledge and
experience into your firm.

On the following pages we have listed some potential drivers of poor customer
outcomes which should be considered when carrying out product reviews. We have
also detailed a non-exhaustive list of legacy product features which may increase the
risk of poor customer outcomes and some high level thoughts around potential
actions.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Product Reviews II

Developing the methodology

A critical stage of developing a robust Legacy Product Review Methodology is identifying the
Key Risk Drivers for a product from the universe of available information related to that
product. Once identified it is then important to establish benchmarks or levels for assessing
each of the risk drivers and hence defining when to take action in relation to mitigating the risk
of poor customer outcomes.
Universe of risk drivers for consideration – across the product cycle (illustrative)
Product Design

1. Product Features

2. Execution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charging structure and history
Investment solution
Inherent complexity
Product literature
Terms & Conditions
Target Market
Stress Testing
Options & Guarantees
Policyholder Expectations
Customer Understanding
Value for money

•
•
•
•
•

Sales and advice processes
Sales training and documentation
Complaints
Persistency
Customer fulfilment and servicing
Claims processing and outsourcing
Systems & Infrastructure, information
security
Governance
Expense allocation
With-profits management
Remuneration and incentives
Control failures

Product or Product Group 1

Product or Product Group 2

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Rationale for Grouping
Risk driver 1, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.
Risk driver 2, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.
…
Risk driver 8, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.

Wider factors

Execution

•

•
•

Rationale for Grouping
Risk driver 1, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.
Risk driver 2, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.
…
Risk driver 8, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.

3. Wider factors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic conditions
Investment performance
Regulatory focus
Media or consumer group focus
Customer research
Competitor analysis

Product or Product Group 3
•
•

•
•
•

Rationale for Grouping
Risk driver 1, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.
Risk driver 2, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.
…
Risk driver 8, rationale for selection,
assessment methodology.

Key Risk Drivers for Products or Groups of Products

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Product Reviews III

Charges and benefits

We have detailed below a number of areas for consideration relating to legacy product reviews.
This list is not exhaustive and it is important to note that the presence of these product features
does not necessarily imply poor customer outcomes. We can help you identify and manage the
particular risks specific to your legacy book.

Feature

Potential Risk

Possible Action

Exit charges

Barrier to switching and/or impact on
surrender value

Consider removing or reducing exit charge

Initial unit charges

Potential high charges, particularly if paid-up
early

Consider removing or reducing initial unit charge

Premium charges

Potentially high charges

Consider removing charge so that 100% of premium invested

Policy fees

Combined impact of management charge and
policy fee may be inappropriate

Consider if these are excessive, especially for small pots; may
need to limit or remove charges and communicate combined
charges more clearly to customers

Reviewable policy fees

Infrequent or poor reviews increase risk of policy Review analysis and relation to underlying expense bases;
fees being out of line with operating experience consider changes to align charges and expenses

Reviewable mortality charges Infrequent or poor reviews increase risk of
mortality charges being out of line with
experience

Check that review process is robust and charges are changed
in line with experience

Paid up (PUP) charges

PUP charges are deemed to be inappropriately
high or have not been communicated clearly to
policyholders

Review charges levied at point of PUP and ongoing charges
on PUP policies; consider what constitutes fairness as these
customers often have small pots; may need to limit charges
and communicate charges more clearly to customers

Loyalty bonuses

Potential unfair outcomes or loss of benefits for
customers if surrendering

Review operation for fairness; check communications are clear
on when loyalty bonuses are paid; give clear signposting if
customer action will result in losing a valuable benefit

Other valuable benefits

Impact on fair outcomes if customers are not
aware of contract benefits, and/or how their
actions may impact on the level or receipt of
these benefits

Check what other valuable benefits are given under the
contract (GARs, guaranteed roll up, guaranteed insurability);
monitor take up and investigate low take up; check benefits
are communicated clearly to customers; give clear signposting
if customer action will result in losing valuable benefit

Flexible whole life reviews

Risk of customers being left in a detrimental
position post-review

Check how reviews of premiums and sums assured are being
carried out and if any remedial action is appropriate

New products with lower
charges

Check if the products sold now have similar
features but lower charges

Consider if customers should be alerted and/or encouraged to
switch into newer products (there may also be
administration/efficiency savings available to the firm)

Charges beyond age 55 on
pensions

Check charges beyond age 55 are reasonable

From age 55 customers can move freely to other providers
charging market rates; communicate clearly transfer options
and implications

Communication of charges

Failure to clearly communicate aggregate impact Check these are being clearly communicated to customers in a
of charges
form they can understand

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Product Reviews IV

Investments and investment governance

We have detailed below a number of areas for consideration in relation to unit-linked
investments and investment governance. This list is not exhaustive and it is important to note
that the presence of these product features does not necessarily imply poor customer
outcomes. We can help you identify and manage the particular risks specific to your legacy
book.
Area

Potential Risk

Possible action

Specialist funds with high charges

Infrequent review by customer leading
to lack of awareness and value loss
over time if performance poor

Clearer communication to customer that they are in a specialist
and higher charge fund, and alternative options available to
them

Annual management charges on
default funds

Breach of charge cap or IGC value-for- Consider reducing those AMCs above 1% unless robust
money limitations
justification exists

Annual management charge on
managed funds

Legacy charge may be significantly
higher than modern comparators

Clear communication to customer of investment choice,
charges and alternatives; consider reducing AMCs above 1%

Annual management charge on tracker Legacy charge may be significantly
funds
higher than modern comparators

Clear communication to customer of investment choice,
charges and alternatives; consider reducing those above 1%

Passive investment strategy funds

Passive funds that are effectively
trackers but are charging fees for
active management

Check if there are passive funds that are effectively trackers
but are charging fees for active management; consider if
strategy of fund needs to be communicated more clearly to
customers and charges reduced

Investment strategy that includes
Lifestyling

Lifestyling strategy is no longer
appropriate for customers

Check if the Lifestyling approach is still appropriate for
customers; if not change or communicate more clearly with
customers, including what options they may have

Staying in line with investment policy

Investment fund management is in
Check communication of investment strategy to customers is
practice no longer in line with mandate clear; check asset holdings and management are in line with
or fund information provided to
investment policy
customers

Poor fund performance

Failure to act on poor fund
performance leads to poor long term
customer outcomes

Implement robust investment governance; agree remedial
action for poor performers, for example watch lists and fund
closures

Similar investment funds with different
charges

Lack of fairness between different
cohorts of customers

Check if similar funds have different fund management
charges, and understand the rationale for this; consider
bringing into line and/or communicating to customers

Transaction charges

Material negative impact on net returns Start to monitor these; check if types or magnitude of charges
gives cause for concern

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Charges and Expense Allocation I

Increased scrutiny on expense allocation

Firms carry out analysis of their expenses for a variety of purposes, including
statutory reporting, annual budgeting and planning, reviewing cost bases around the
business and setting reserving assumptions.

The FCA expects that firms
should review the different
types of expense allocations
and charges on both withprofits and unit-linked
products according to an
appropriately regular,
formally documented and
governed cycle”
TR 16/2
March 2016

However, in FG16/8, the FCA has set out newly-articulated expectations in relation
to the rigour and frequency of analysis of expenses and charges with respect to their
impact on customer outcomes. Included in the draft guidance are expected
standards regarding monitoring the impact of charges on with-profit customer
outcomes, and assessing the expense profits or losses of unit-linked business.

How we can help
You need

We can

• To be able to evidence that overall expenses
are allocated fairly via a clearly defined and
structured process
• To be able to incorporate the impact of
charges into analysis of customer pay outs
• To monitor all types of expense allocation
and charges against actual experience and be
able to substantiate what constitutes fairness
• To have an appropriately governed and
documented process for passing on benefits
to customers
• To have appropriate governance over any
reviewable charges.

• Review and assess your current approach to
expense allocation against FG16/8
requirements
• Manage the revision of your existing expense
allocation processes, supporting development
of robust and pragmatic policy, practices and
governance frameworks
• Build new expense allocation frameworks and
models from scratch if required
• Review the level of expense profit or loss on
particular books of business and advise on any
wider implications, including the possible need
to remediate.

On the following page we have detailed considerations around expense analyses and
allocations.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Charges and Expense Allocation II

Key considerations

We have shown below examples of some of the key considerations when designing, managing
and using an expense allocation methodology. We can help answer these questions and support
the design, maintenance and oversight of your expense allocation framework.
Considerations: Governance

Considerations: Methodology and Assumptions

• A clearly documented framework, approach and process, to evidence a
fair basis of expense allocation in line with requirements
• To incorporate the impact of charges into analysis of customer pay outs
• To have an appropriately governed and documented process over
passing on benefits to customers
• To have appropriate governance over any reviewable charges.
• Provision of relevant MI for all types of expense allocation and charges
/ benefits against actual experience to be able to demonstrate
documented framework approaches and requirements.

• The approach taken to modelling the cost base, e.g. activity based
costing or other bases of allocation
• The granularity of modelling aligned to the allocation method adopted
• Where cost is allocated to products via drivers (such as number of
policies in force or embedded value), ensuring that there is clear
documentation of the justification of the choice of drivers
• The approach to regular review taking into account declining books and
the impact of decreasing policy numbers
• Approach to ensuring that any expense model is appropriately
controlled and clearly documented.

Technology Costs

Output and Uses

Methodology
Income statement
expenses

Group Overheads

Project Costs

Other cost centres

Cost allocation model

Customer Services

• Value for Money
evidence
• Per policy costs

• Expense assumptions
• Cost base analysis
• Reviewable policy fees
• Expense monitoring
• Benchmarking
• Unit cost per customer

Considerations: Results and use
•
•
•
•
•

How are per policy costs changing over time and provide value for money (and is there robust analysis carried out including explanation of changes?)
How is the model output used by the business, for example, in setting expense assumptions or setting reviewable policy fees?
What governance process is in place to evidence appropriate review and sign-off of the results?
How can you make best use of the expense allocation analysis in any forward planning and analysis?
How can you use these results to improve business performance?

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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How we can help – Gap analysis

I: Carry out FG16/8 Gap
Analysis
II: Oversight and
Assurance of your
FG16/8 Gap Analysis

What we can do

What you will get

•

Carry out a comprehensive gap
analysis against the standards
articulated in FG16/8

•

We can quantify and evidence how your business fares
against FG16/8 expectations indicators

•

•

Design a detailed implementation
plan to address the findings from
the gap analysis

Our observations and recommendations for an
implementation plan

•

A tool to capture, track and evidence actions taken in
response to gaps

•

Observations and recommendations regarding the
firm’s approach and results of its gap analysis

•

Mapping the firm’s outputs to the expectations in the in
FG16/8

•

Suggestions and support regarding the design, actoning
and timescales of the implementation plan

•

Benchmarking – observations regarding w here the firm
sits in comparison to peers

•

Observations regarding good and poor practice

•

Consideration of the impact of the implementation plan
on Target Operating Model, Risk Management and
Conduct Risk Framew orks, governance arrangements

•

Feedback meeting and presentation to Board and other
Committees as required

•

Identify opportunities for commercial advantage

•

•

Provide oversight and assurance
on the robustness and
effectiveness of your FG16/8 gap
analysis and implementation plan
Carry out independent ‘deep dives’
into identified areas of interest or
concern

For both I & II:
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How we can help – product reviews and
expense allocations

II: Product Review s

III: Charges and Expense
Allocation

What we can do

What you will get

•

Develop or review an appropriate
customer policy and principles

•

Observations and recommendations regarding the
firm’s approach and possible gaps

•

Help you to develop or provide
independent review of a product
review methodology, including
regarding unit-linked investments
and investment governance

•

Either quality-assure or design your customer policy
and principles, and your approach and methodology for
product review s and governance arrangements;
suggestions regarding possible solutions

•

•

Design and support your
programme of product review s

Mapping the firm’s activities to the expectations in the
in FG16/8 and industry best practice

•

Support the implementation of
actions arising from your product
review s

•

Identify legacy product features
and other potential drivers of poor
customer outcomes, and suggest
some possible solutions

•

Review your expense allocation
methodology

•

Document the current modelling process, data
collection process and controls

•

Help you to implement a robust
expense allocation process,
supporting development of policy,
practices and governance
framew orks

•

Observations regarding data integrity

•

‘What if’ analysis to understand the impact of changes
in the cost allocation methodology

•

Supporting expense assumptions for the purposes of
pricing and reserving – including assisting in the setting
of service fees and policy fees

•

Identifying efficiency savings and w ith cost reduction,
w hilst meeting regulatory expectations.

•

Mapping the firm’s activities to the expectations in
FG16/8 and industry best practice

•

Review the level of expense profit
or loss on particular books of
business and advise on any w ider
implications, including the possible
need to remediate

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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How we can help – Governance, Culture
and Resource

IV: Governance
Effectiveness Review s
V: Conduct and Culture
Review s

VI: Secondm ents

What we can do

What you will get

•

Review the structure and
effectiveness in practice of your
governance arrangements, culture
or conduct risk framew ork

•

•

Focus particularly on the issues
covered by FG16/8, or governance
more w idely

Observations and recommendations regarding how
you measure and embed your desired culture, and the
appropriateness and effectiveness of your governance
and conduct risk arrangements, either w ith particular
focus on the issues covered by FG16/8 or more w idely

•

Benchmarking – observations regarding w here the firm
sits in comparison to peers

•

Feedback meeting and presentation to Board and other
Committees as required

•

Relevant industry, regulatory, actuarial expertise and
experience

•

Insights from our interactions w ith similar firms w ith
similar challenges

•

Proportionate, pragmatic recommendations

•

Second a Grant Thornton
colleague into your business to
assist w ith any aspect of your
response to FG16/8

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
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Why Grant Thornton?

Grant Thornton is the fifth largest UK professional services firm, with annual fee income in
excess of £500 million. We are highly credible with a strong brand name.

We are credible

This is what we do

We are credible and respected by the
FCA. Grant Thornton was for many
years the auditor of the FSA and we
have also provided training to the
FSA/FCA on a range of subjects,
including commissioning s166
appointments. Many of our staff are
ex-regulators or have worked with the
FCA or PRA on an interim basis. From
the Regulators' perspective, our
opinion counts.

As one of the UK's largest professional
services firms we have conducted a
wide range of regulatory compliance
exercises, including over 90 s166 Skilled
Person assignments.

We have strong brand
values

We have successful track
record

We pride ourselves on our
independence and “telling it like it is”.
We will provide you with robust
opinions, backed up by strong
evidence. Where appropriate, we will
make practical and workable
recommendations to help you
strengthen your business. Also we
promise you "no surprises". If material
issues arise along the way, we will
discuss them with you at the time.

We have completed multiple regulatory
projects over recent years on behalf of
major financial institutions within the
life sector covering both prudential and
conduct regulations.

© 2016 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.

We understand the changing dynamics
of financial services and have unique
insight in to the full range of business
models, channels, distribution and
value chains.

We have relevant
experience
We have significant experience of
working in the life sector on regulatory
compliance exercises, including
undertaking and overseeing a wide
range of compliance and control
reviews. We understand this market
and the challenges facing firms in this
sector and will bring this learning to
help benchmark your procedures
against good industry practice and FCA
expectations.
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Financial Services Group

Grant Thornton UK LLP has a dedicated Financial Services Group with 350 staff
and 17 partners.
This multi-disciplinary group advises financial businesses of all sizes on a variety of business issues. The financial services group
comprises a number of dedicated partners and managers who specialise in providing the following services.
FS Audit and Assurance
Grant Thornton’s Financial
Services Assurance practice
provides a range of advisory
services to the Financial Services
sector, spanning financial
reporting to assurance.

Audit and Assurance
Statutory audit
Client asset
assurance
• Client money
assurance
• Investment
track record
verification
•
•

Reporting
account
• Systems and
controls audit
• Financial
reporting
advisory
• Non-statutory
assurance
reporting
•

Financial Crime and
Disputes
Grant Thornton's Financial
Crime and Disputes team
provide clients with the deep
knowledge, skills and resources
to mitigate, respond and
remediate issues relating to
financial crime and complex
disputes in the global financial
services sector.

Financial Crime and
Disputes
•
•

Financial
Crime
Complex
Disputes

•
•

Financial
Crime
Complex
Disputes

FS Transactions and
Restructuring
Grant Thornton’s Financial
Services Transactions and
Restructuring practice provides
a range of corporate finance and
transaction advisory services to
clients across the Financial
Services Sector.

Transactions and
Restructuring Service
offerings
•
•
•
•
•

Due Diligence
M&A Advice
Refinancing
Valuations
Capital Markets

FS Tax

FS Business Consulting

Grant Thornton’s Financial
Services Tax team combine a
full suite of tax advisory and
compliance skills with an expert
understanding and knowledge of
the Financial Services industry.

Grant Thornton’s Financial
Services Business Consulting
(FSBC) practice provides
market-leading consulting and
advisory services to the
Insurance, Banking and
Investment Management sectors

FS Tax
• Tax
Compliance
• Employee
Incentivisation
• Transfer
Pricing
• VAT
• Tax
Structuring
and DueDiligence
• FATCA

• Qualified
Intermediary
Regime
• Withholding
Taxes
• Investment
Fund
Structuring
• Tax Risk
Management
• Outsourcing
• HMRC
Enquiries

Advisory and change
• Risk and (Re) Assurance
• Strategic and Regulatory Advisory
• Business Process and Operational
Excellence
• Data and Business Integration
• Change and Project Management

FS Regulatory & Compliance

FS Business Risk Services

FS Actuarial and Risk

Our Regulatory Advisory team
has extensive experience
providing innovative, but
practical, solutions to firms
across the Financial Services
sector. Our understanding of
the market and the challenges
facing firms enables us to deliver
the assurance and outcomes that
both our clients and their
regulators require.

Grant Thornton’s Financial
Services Business Risk Services
(FSBRS) team provides marketleading risk, control and
governance services to the
Financial Services industry,
working with clients from the
insurance, banking and
investment management
industries.

Grant Thornton’s Actuarial and
Risk team provide a range of
practical consulting services
across the financial services
marketplace, with particular
expertise in insurance (life,
health and non-life), pensions
and financial instrument
valuations.

Regulatory Advisory
Conduct
Governance
Board
effectiveness
• Control
functions
•
•
•
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Financial
Crime
• Prudential
• Skilled persons
• Culture
•

Risk, control and governance
services
•
•
•
•

Practical Consulting Services
• Actuarial
• Risk

Finance and Risk Management
Technology Risk Services (TRS)
Internal Audit
Specialist Review s
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Our Credentials – Overview

Grant Thornton is extremely well positioned to support you. Our team have extensive experience of the
practical application of conduct requirements, deep actuarial expertise, together with real current insight into
the FCA agenda and direction of travel and FCA thematic reviews. We understand the customer needs, the
developments in the market and the product landscape and can draw upon this experience to offer advice and
guidance while providing independent and objective challenge.

The FCA agenda
•

We have direct experience both
of working with the FCA during
thematic reviews, and of working
with providers to prepare for and respond
to them, including working as the skilled
person in s166 reviews .

•

We have supported companies with their
implementation of TR16/2.

•

We have developed a strong understanding
of good market practice and the standards
expected by the regulator. This gives us
good perspective on the activity required to
meet regulatory expectations without 'goldplating' the approach and compromising
efficiency and competitiveness .

•

We have carried out IGC report
benchmarking, producing a key themes and
summary document which we have shared
with providers.

Governance and Oversight
•

We regularly sit on our clients'
steering and working committees
for the projects we are involved in to
provide oversight, input and challenge to
key decisions and approaches

•

We have completed numerous board and
compliance function effectiveness reviews,
including as s166 Skilled Person. We also
have a wealth of experience looking at
management information
reporting and dashboards, roles of
committees

•

We have built a stochastic model, using real
world economic output, to model the value
for money of pension investment guarantees
for a range of different customer profiles, to
assess the impact of different investment
strategies and guarantee choices on customer
outcomes

•

We carried out a comprehensive product
review for a major financial services firm. We
put each product through a detailed filter
process to build a picture of its main
characteristics and identify any risks, the
ultimate aim being to address any deficiencies
and streamline the portfolio

•

We undertook a review of insurance activities
for a major UK bank including an
examination of product design/governance,
financial promotions, sales, administration
(MTAs and renewals), claims and complaints
handling, governance and MI

Conduct and Investor
Protection
•

Our Regulatory practice has extensive
experience assisting our clients in
understanding and implementing investor
protection measures for many years

•

Our clients include insurers, banks, building
societies, wealth managers, consumer credit
firms, asset managers, financial advisers and
brokers

•

We have designed and implemented a
conduct risk management system, bringing
together a variety of data sources from
within a business to provide conduct MI to
senior management and the Board

•

We were engaged to undertake an end to end
review of the UK and European Product
Development and Documentation processes
for a financial services firm which wanted to
benchmark against market good practice

•

Our experience includes numerous past
business reviews, including as s166 skilled
person in relation to: product governance
and MI; regulatory sales processes; conflicts
of interest; inducements and charging; client
money and assets and outsourcing.

•

We undertook a full end to end process and
controls review of insurance activities for a
major UK bank including an examination of
product design/governance, financial
promotions, sales, administration (MTAs and
renewals), claims and complaints handling,
governance and MI.
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Our credentials – some examples

TR16/2 support –
Large life insurers

Board and Internal
Audit effectiveness
– Mutual insurer

Conduct and
culture – Major
insurance firm

The challenge

The challenge

The challenge

We supported one of the firms assessed
in TR16/2 with its response to the FCA,
with regards to its expense allocation
methodology and impact on legacy
customers.

As part of a wider focus on conduct
issues including vulnerable customers, we
were asked to assess the effectiveness of
the Board and the Internal Audit
function in particular.

Our approach

Our approach

We recently undertook a independent
review for the general insurance sales
division of a major FTSE 100 firm into
its culture and the impact this has on the
firm's responsibilities regarding customer
outcomes.

We analyses the expense allocation model
and impact on charges and assumptions.

Through interviews and document
reviews we determined that a series of
connecting issues and general ambiguity
in roles and reporting lines had meant
that the third line had essentially failed at
a key point, even though the underlying
assurance work had been good.

Value delivered
Clear recommendations on areas for
improvement relating to the governance
of expense allocations and the impact on
policyholders.

Value delivered
The resolution was quick and
straightforward to implement, and
coincided with some healthy role
refreshment at Board level.

Our approach
Our assessment looked across executive
behaviour, judgements and decisions,
employee behaviour, and customer
outcomes. These four 'cultural risk areas'
were then broken down further and each
element evaluated using a '4 tier structure
model' approach. Each tier provided a
pre-defined level of cultural
sophistication against which we assessed
the firm so that it could see where its
strengths and weaknesses lay against
market good practice and its own
standards.

Value delivered
We identified, and made
recommendations regarding the effect of,
cultural weaknesses. We offered practical
ways to address the culture such that the
desired behaviours could be embedded
and the control framework would allow
senior management to exercise
appropriate oversight of the culture.
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Our team

Tim Roff

David Morrey

Partner, Actuarial & Risk

Partner, Regulatory & Compliance

• Tim has 20 years of experience operating at partner level.
He has a successful track record in advising insurers on
their major programmes and business critical issues.
• He specialises in the insurance sector, assisting companies
with: finance and actuarial effectiveness; sale and
purchases and capital restructuring; and risk, actuarial and
capital management and Solvency II.
• Tim recently led our TR16/2 support work at a major
insurer who was part of the FCA thematic.
• Tim regularly advises clients on the FCA agenda and has
deep experience of a number of customer focused
regulatory initiatives carried out over the last 15 years
including treating customers fairly, with-profits regime
review, the unit-linked thematic and customer outcomes
testing.

• David is a conduct regulation specialist working with
clients dealing with issues from current regulation and
those facing the challenge of emerging requirements. He is
very active leading 'Skilled Person Reviews' and also
frequently advises firms on how to respond to a regulatory
investigation.
• His experience includes addressing a variety of retail
conduct issues and challenges including case level fairness
and detriment assessments in both pension and
investment products, in addition to the adequacy of the
firm's conduct risk and governance arrangements.
• On behalf of the FCA, David has undertaken reviews
individual product offerings to assess whether they
represent an appropriate mix of fair outcome and value
for money for customers. This work has also addressed
whether the conflicts of interest implicit in design of these
products has been effectively managed by the firm.
• David has significant experience of building effective risk
management frameworks within the life sector in response
to Solvency II. This work has also extended to discrete
advice in respect of product governance and conduct risk
/ operational risk approaches and frameworks.
• David is an active speaker at industry events and provides
specialist training to Boards and Executive teams.
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Our team

Sandy Trust

Peter Lovegrove

Senior Manager, Actuarial & Risk

Associate Director, Regulatory & Compliance

• Sandy is a qualified actuary with over 10 years of
consulting experience in the UK life insurance sector,
where he has worked on a variety of risk, capital,
governance and conduct projects. He leads our Financial
Services Group's Life Insurance team on the Customer
Agenda.
• Sandy joined Grant Thornton from a major listed insurer,
where he was Head of Unit Linked Funds for workplace
pensions, leading the launch of new funds, reviewing the
unit-linked control environment and developing a value
for money reporting framework to support the
Independent Governance Committee.
• He has strong knowledge of the UK insurance market
with a particular focus on workplace pensions
propositions, innovation around long term savings
solutions and conduct risk.
• Sandy has significant knowledge of FCA thematic work,
carrying out a number of projects relating to the unitlinked thematic review including FCA visit preparation,
gap analyses, reviews of unit-linked governance
frameworks, s166 skilled person reviews and unit-linked
transformation projects.
• Sandy has also recently led a number of projects relating
to customer outcome modelling – both from a product
design and conduct risk perspective.

• Peter is a qualified financial adviser and specialises in life,
pensions and investments business, as well as
understanding and applying the FCA’s approach to
conduct regulation.
• Peter worked as a supervisor at the FSA/FCA from 200814. He managed the thematic supervision team in the
Investment Advisors & Platforms department, overseeing
thematic reviews including firms’ adherence to the postRetail Distribution Review rules, non-advised and
simplified advice propositions and structured deposits. His
time at the FCA also included a key manager role in the
team that designed and launched the FCA's supervision
model, prior to the inception of the new regulator.
• Peter joined Grant Thornton from a major UK retail
banking group, where he was the Head of Group
Regulatory Liaison, leading the group's relationship with
the FCA supervision team. Peter supported senior
executives and Board members in their regulatory
engagements; developed a proactive group-wide regulatory
engagement strategy (maximising opportunities to assure
and influence the FCA); and worked with all three lines of
defence to complete regulatory actions and produce
regular reporting.
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